
ZEROWATERLOSSZEROWATERLOSS
C h a p t e r  1 2 –  T E L L  h a s  a  v i s i o n  !

The longer TELL is active in Switzerland, the more the power of the HYDRANTS impresses him. He can‘t let go of the idea of building 
the best HYDRANT in the ZEROWATERLOSS universe. He gets down to work in his workshop. For the casting he only uses recycled 
and recyclable materials and relies on Swiss foundries. The cover should be able to be opened easily and safely in every situation. It 
has to be a FLAP. Here he also wants to install sensor technology, firstly the ORTOMAT technology with autocorrelation function for 
leak detection and network monitoring and secondly the alarm sensor which bears his name. It regularly happens that HYDRANTS are 
operated incorrectly. This should not result in any damage. TELL invents the STOPR non-return valve and reduces the risk of water 
hammers with its patented ANIWAH closing geometry by up to 50%. HYDRANTS must be vented – the HBE universal valve is perfect 
for this purpose. Consideration must also be given to installation in the field: His HYDRANT should be 360°-adjustable and the riser 
pipe should have the largest adjustment range from 110 - 180 cm. The VONROLL CLASSIC emerges and for fans of lightweight cons-
truction the VONROLL HYTEC, which only weighs 22 kg and accommodates the TELL alarm sensor in the STORZ. TELL is raffling off an 
overnight stay for 2 people in the Très Grand Hotel Victoria Jungfrau in Interlaken (with one of the world‘s best breakfast buffets and a 
unique Harder view from the spa) among all individuals who can correctly match his innovations by 28. 2. 2022 on www.vonroll-hydro.

world/wettbewerb. Relaxation in dramatic times! 
 

Prizes
with TELL in February 2022: 

1 night for 2 people 
in the Grand Hotel Victoria Jungfrau

vonroll-hydro.world/wettbewerb


